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Legend:

DMC-800 DMC-809 DMC-798 DMC-307

Backstitches:

DMC-320 DMC-367 KRE-085



Blue Floral Needlebook

Magical525

Copyright Magical525 2015

38W x 50H

2.00" x 2.67"  (36 x 48 stitches)

[2] DMC 800 delft blue - pl (78 stitches, 0.1 skeins) [2] DMC 798 delft blue - dk (48 stitches, 0.1 skeins)

[2] DMC 809 delft blue (78 stitches, 0.1 skeins) [2] DMC 307 lemon (12 stitches, 0.1 skeins)

DMC-320 pistachio green - md (11.91 inches, 0.1 skeins) KRE-085 Peacock (2.98 inches, 0.1 skeins)

DMC-367 pistachio green - dk (9.11 inches, 0.1 skeins)

Unfortunately I do not have a colour in my software for Krienik Milkpaint so for the making of the pattren I used 

DMC 367. If you decide you wish to use it as I'd made it then you will need Krienik Milkpaint  0416 - Very Dark 

Hemlock, otherwise use the DMC 367.

I also do not have the DMC variegated threads asa colour in my software so both stalks show as DMC 320 - see 

below for the colours used.

Back stitching:

122    Flower stalk on the right

101    Flower stalk on the left

Kreinik Silk Mori Milkpaint     Stalks and leaves of the dark blue flowers

Kreinik Blending filament        Butterflies

You can find full instructions on how to stitch and assemble this pattern here:  

http://magicalquilts.blogspot.nl/2015/03/pattern-blue-floral-needle-book.html

Please do leave a message on my blog, http://magicalquilts.blogspot.com/ , if you make this as I'd love to see the 

results!

This pattern was given for your own personal use on http://magicalquilts.blogspot.com/ . You may not sell this 

pattern, nor may you offer kits with this pattern. You may not sell embroideries made with this pattern, it was made 

for charitable or personal use only.

Please do not post this pattern to other sites but refer back to the blog post. This includes sites such as Pinterest 

and Facebook! So for example saying “I stitched this and you can get the pattern here” with a link is allowed but 

saving the pattern and uploading it as a file to Facebook or Pinterest is not.

You may of course share your finished results where you like, it’s just the pattern itself that may not be shared.


